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Module 6: Colour and Design

Learning Objectives
By the completion of this module you will be able to:
• appreciate the psychology of colour and the impact of colour upon design
• understand the language of colour and colour terminology
• differentiate between primary, secondary and tertiary colours
• balance colours in relation to the colour wheel
• develop skills in applying colour to wide-ranging applications
• understand colour trends and the processes involved when printing  

with colour.
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Topic 1: Communicating With Colour
Colour is expressive, colour can be fun. Colour can be used to trigger emotional 

responses and studying colour is a form of psychology—a science of its own 

that is increasingly applied to design and marketing.

But why? 

Fundamental to design and often based on personal preference, colour 
has evolved throughout history to have associations that are embedded in 
the human psyche to evoke varying responses. 

Perception of colours is influenced by psychology and cultural  
background, which in turn have developed symbolic associations and 
meanings that vary with time. 

Today, green represents the environment, whereas in early times it was 
associated with paganism and the 19th century,green represented poison. 
In some cultures green is sacred and/or represents fertility.

Westernised society has black as a colour of mourning, while in India and 
China it is white. We associate red with danger and a warning to stop. 

We look for red postal boxes and stop at red traffic lights. Red can set the 
heart racing.

We use colour to describe emotions, and sometimes we feel ‘blue’.

Humour is ‘black’ or ‘dark’. Someone is ‘red’ with embarrassment, ‘purple’ 
with rage, ‘green’ with envy, or ‘pink’ in politics. 

Choosing Colours
I’m sure you have all seen a colour wheel. The invention of the colour 
wheel has been attributed to Issac Newton in the late 1660s when he  
began to play with prisms and arrange colour into the circular format 
that we are so familiar with today. Since then, colour has been studied 
in depth. The colour wheel combines mixes of two of the three primary 
colours—red, yellow and blue—to make secondary colours to produce 
orange, green and violet. 

Additional tertiary colours are made by combining the primary colour 
with the nearest secondary colour on the wheel, resulting in red-orange, 
yellow-orange, yellow-green, blue-green, blue-violet and red-violet.  
See Fig. 1  The Colour Wheel 

Blue

Yellow

Red

Orange

Violet

Green

Yellow-Green

Red-Orange

Red-Violet

Blue-Violet

Blue-Green

Yellow-Orange

Fig. 1  The Colour Wheel
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adjacent on the colour wheel and provide harmony e.g. blue and green. 

A monotone scheme is where a single colour is used for subtle effect with 
a little contrast achieved by using tints of that colour.

The Language and Emotions of Colour 
Psychology - What Do Colours Mean?
Colours have been categorised according to the responses they trigger. 

There are the ‘warm’ colours—the reds, oranges and yellows, which are 
up-beat and stimulate the senses; there are the ‘cool’ colours—the blues 
and greens, which are relaxing and soothing.  

Reds jump out at us whereas blues recede. 

Colour hues or intensities can be used to create moods. Sepia is olde 
worlde, soft and muted colours warm and fuzzy, pastels are soothing, dark 
is mysterious, and bright is dynamic and creates movement.

Now let’s look at colour associations.

Warm Colours
• Red. Associated with fire and danger, red is  

stimulating and aggressive, cheerful, inviting, excit-
ing and provocative. Positive associations are love 
(red roses), sexiness (think of the ‘siren’ of the screen 
dressed in red.), lavishness and fame (the ‘red’ carpet) 
and Christmas (Santa Claus).  
Negatives include the devil, debt (‘in the red’),  
revolution (the ‘red’ flag) and bureaucracy (‘red tape’). 
Reds range from the reds blended with yellow to 
make fiery, sporty tomato red to the cool blue-red 
tone of the more subdued and refined burgundies.  
Fiery reds are more provocative whereas cooler reds represent elegance. 
Reds are used frequently in corporate logos, and on packaging to make 
it  ‘jump out’ from the shelf.

Reds

In simple terms, choosing colours on the colour wheel can be done by:

• Choosing opposites. These are considered to be complementary 
colours. E.G. Red and green

• Use analogous colours, that is choose a colour on the colour wheel 
that is next to the colour that you are choosing. E.G. If you choose 
blue, then  the analogous colours would be blue/green and  
blue/violet .

• Use triad colours. Choose a colour on the wheel and then draw an 
equilateral triangle to find the two other colours.  
There will be 3 colours in between, so if you choose red-violet (berry) 
then your other colours would be yellow-orange and blue-green.

More Colour Terminology
Hue is the pure colour which defines a colour e.g. red. 

Tone or value refers to the range of colour variations or intensity of the 
hue, from light to dark. 

On computers, tonal range is given as a percentage—90 % is almost full 
value, while 10 % is very pale.  

A colour with added white is called a tint and with added black 
is called a shade. 

Without tonal percentage, the colour is said to be solid and 
intensity of colours within a colour range is saturation, chroma 
or intensity. 

Saturation ranges from brightness to greyness. See Fig. 2

Colour heat or temperature is influenced by presence of yellow and red in 
the mix. For example, in warmer colours, as the proportion of red increases 
and yellow decreases, the colour appears to be ‘hotter’, while yellow added 
to cool colour blue makes it greener and therefore warmer. 

As previously mentioned, complementary colours are colours lying op-
posite on the colour wheel and provide contrast e.g. purple and yellow, 
blue and gold, red and green, while analgous or associated colours are 

Tints ShadesColour

Fig. 2  Colours, tints and shades
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Cool Colours 
• Blue. Blue is dependable, cool, quiet, serene and constant and  

represents spirituality in some cultures.  
It is associated with the sky, water, brightness and 
detachment, peace and distance.  
It is also seen as soothing and replenishing. Inspir-
ing confidence and considered as dependable,  
blue is used extensively on corporate Identities, 
packaging and products and websites.  
Darker blues offer power and authority—hence 
blue police uniforms.  
Brilliant blues are dynamic and dramatic, and aqua 
is always a popular shade of blue.   
Not usually associated with food, blue is not 
traditionally used on food packaging, but due to its association with 
clean, clear water, blue is now found on designer water labels.  
Anecdotal information indicates that blue is a great selling colour  
when applied to real estate. Apparently blue houses, or houses with 
blue rooms sell well! 
There are many negative associations with blue include depression,  
cold and introversion.

• Green. Green is associated with nature, the  
environment, youth, spring and renewal.  
It is seen as soothing, healing and calming.  
Deep greens are seen as stately, prestigious and 
safe, emeralds as elegant, while the more yellow 
greens are associated with plants.  
Because adults usually react negatively to the 
strong limes and intense yellow-greens, teenagers 
and kids love them.  
Negative associations include: envy, nausea, poison 
and decay. Varying shades and intensities of green 
work well on packaging of all types.

Blue

Green

Green

• Pink. Pink is generally seen as romantic, youthful, feminine, happy  
and sweet.  
Pink hues are seen as faddish and as they don’t age as well as red and  
are best used in less expensive products such as toys. Hot pinks have the 
same energy and intensity as mother red and are seen as fun, vampish, 
youthful and energetic. Vibrant pinks are used within the cosmetics  
industry to create voluptuous auras, while paler pinks are seen as soft and 
sweet, romantic, feminine and sweet tasting. Pinks, therefore are used on 
feminine pampering and cosmetic products.

• Orange. Not generally taken seriously, but seen as inviting, energising, 
cheerful, friendly and vital, orange is recognised as one of the hottest 
colours. It is also considered to be an appetite stimulant.  
Orange ranges from the loud and jarring but eye-catching fluoros to 
softer and nurturing peaches and apricots. Its appetite appeal means 
that orange is frequently found in varying shades on food packaging and 
advertising. 

• Yellow. The colour of happiness, yellow represents cheerfulness, 
lightness, sunniness, warmth, prosperity (gold) and hope.  
It is also linked with illness (jaundice), and cowardice (‘yellow’).  
Yellow usually jumps out at us, particularly when combined with black, a 
colour combination which screams out for attention and gets it because 
of its combined power and ancient association with predators.  
Yellow therefore also works well on packaging. (Yellow can be harder to 
read though, so we always advise students not to 
use yellow on text).

• Brown. Wholesome, rich, rustic, earthy, durable 
and protective, brown is ultimately associated with 
hearth, home and stability.  
Brown tones are particularly popular during cost-
conscious periods and have enjoyed a recent 
resurgence attributed to the popularity of brewed 
designer coffees and rich, earthy designer interiors.  
Brown is associated with earthy, wholesome, or-
ganic and healthy foods and good taste, as well as 
rich chocolate.

Yellow

Pinks

Orange

Brown
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Other Colours
• Purple. A mix of red and blue and seen as regal, spiritual, sensual, mys-

terious and elegant, purple is  
usually embraced by creative and eccentric types.  
Perhaps under-used in packaging design, purple’s intensity represents 
cutting-edge style.  
Deep purples represent richness, while softer lilacs offer refinement and 
delicacy.  
Grape and purplish berry shades are associated with the rich sweetness 
of those fruits.

• Neutrals. Timeless, classy, natural and quiet, neutral shades send a mes-
sage of dependability.  
Identified with the durability of ancient buildings, temples and monu-
ments, they are seen as enduring, classic and solid, safe and non-dating.  
Tones can have warm or cool undertones.  
Charcoal is softer than solid black and silver-greys create a techo and 
futuristic aura. 

• White. White is pure, bright, lightweight, pristine and innocent.  
White gives simplicity and contrast to signage and pages, but  
requires embellishment with another colour or strong graphics to  
avoid starkness. Thus white is often used to separate polar opposite 
colours and provide balance to a colour scheme. 
There are many different types of whites, there are warm whites that 
have a hint of red (pinky white) or cool whites with a hint of blue or 
grey. Off-whites with a tinge of yellow can be warmer and creamy and 
provide deliciously rich results. 
You will quickly find out how many shades of whites there are if you go 
to a paint shop for a tin of white wall paint!!! There are heaps of whites to 
choose from! 

• Black. Black is powerful, mysterious, elegant, classic and sophisticated.  
It conveys a message of strength and solidarity and in combination with 
white, reflects strength and clarity, power and purity. 
As with white, black is often used to separate opposing colours on 
the colour wheel and provide the stage on which strong colours may 
perform, making a bold visual statement and ensuring that whatever it 
is applied to stands out. Artists such as Henri Matisse are acclaimed for 
their use of colour, and closer scrutiny were masters at balancing their 
paintings by mixing in some black.

See more on the psychology of Color here:
au.pinterest.com/pin/170855379592342170/

And

au.pinterest.com/pin/568438784187945602/

More Complex Studies of the Psychology of Color…

For those interested in delving even more deeply into the psychology of 
color, the following page provides you with an abbreviated introduction 
to Shigenobu Kobayashi’s Key Word Image Scale and Color Combina-
tion Image Scale. 

Kobayashi’s studies are complex and are frequently applied to interior and 
fashion design.

Purple

Neutrals

https://au.pinterest.com/pin/170855379592342170/
https://au.pinterest.com/pin/568438784187945602/
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Kobayashi’s KeyWord Image Scale and Color 
Combination Image Scales 
Renowned leader in research on color psychology and founder of the 
Nippon Color and Design Research Institute in 1966,  Shigenobu Kobayashi’s 
patented Key Word Image Scale and Color Combination Image Scale 
classify color combinations according to their psychological significance. 
Based on findings that a common feeling runs through the images that 
people hold of colors, and through his research he links adjectives as-
sociated with these images and colors.  In his Key Word Image Scale he 
groups together key words and adjectives that convey a similar image into 

broad categories, while colors and 
combinations that reflect associated 
meanings and auras can be seen on 
the accompanying Color Combina-
tion Image Scale. Both scales are 
organised from warm to cool, soft to 
hard, clear to greyish. He then divided 
the warm soft, hard cool colors into a 
number of other categories. For exam-
ple soft warm colors are divided into 
romantic, pretty, casual, natural and el-
egant. Soft cool colors he catagorized 
as romantic, elegant, clear, cool casual, 
natural, elegant and chic. Warm hard 
colors he divided into dynamic, gor-
geous, classic, wild, classic and dandy 
and chic. Cool hard colors are catago-
rized as modern, formal, dandy, cool 
casual, chic, and classic and dandy. 

Colors close to each other have similar 
images. Calm greyish colours can be 
found at the centre, while clear colors 

are found around the edges. As you can see, three colors are grouped on 
the Color Combination Image Scale, with two colors of the same tone 
separated by a color of contrasting tone, which can either be a strong 
tone between two weak ones or a weak tone between two strong ones. 
Under each combination is an associated adjective or keyword.

Kobayashi’s studies are complex, and I have included both of his scales 
for your interest. If you wish to study his findings further you may find his 
books interesting: Color Image Scale and A Book of Colors both by Shig-
enobu Kobayashi.
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Creating Mood…Balancing Proportions
In graphic design colour helps to bring home the desired message and increas-

ingly the science of colour is applied to a design to help create the desired 

response. It is applied to create visibility and legibility. 

Colours can be relaxed and serene or they can be bold and brash. Colour 
is also used to create mood. It can create a mood of harmony or contrast. 
See Figs. 3 & 4 

Complementary Colours
Complementary colours, i.e. colours appearing opposite on the wheel, 
provide vibrance and movement, e.g. purple or blue and gold.  

When creating the arts brochure seen in Fig. 4 we used the main image 
for colour inspiration. As opposites on the colour wheel, the blue and gold 
work well together. The blue works well with the red image on the back.

Harmonising Colours
Colours that appear near or beside each other on the colour wheel are 
said to be analogous. They harmonise, that is they work peacefully to-
gether E.G. blue and green, green and yellow and/or purple and berry. 

Note how the brochure in Fig. 3 uses harmonising colours. The purple and 
berry colours sit beside each other on the colour wheel. We then applied 
full strength of the purple and berry colours on the front and reduced 
them to a percentage of each on the back to heighten contrast. 

Muted and softer effects can be achieved by creating varying monotones 
of images to use as backgrounds or watermarks.  

Example 1: Note in Fig 3 how we used an enlarged and reduced in 
strength version of the the logo symbol as a watermark.

Example 2: See how we use the lynx from our WebLynx logo as a water-
mark on each page in the layout of this course. The watermark is created 
by adjusting the lynx image to greyscale, then creating a percentage that 
is low enough to be visible without reducing the legibility of text and 
enlarging to the required size.

Example 3: In Fig. 5, the logo for this upmarket accommodation in the 
Snowy Mountains, a popular summer and snow destination uses only two 
colours that appear close to each other on the colour wheel (blue-green 
or teal and blue.) The blue was applied to reflect strength and reliability, 
the tealy green as a calming, relaxing colour.  
Contrast is achieved by selectively using tints, reducing their percentages 
or intensity. The saturation of the blue has been reduced in the “the” ,  
likewise the smaller peak.  See Fig. 5

Topic 2: Applying Colour for Impact

Fig. 4  Another example of  how colour 
may be used to create a sense of harmony

Fig. 3  Colour can be used to create 
mood and a sense of harmony

Fig. 5  Another example 
of  how colour and subtle 
contrast may be used to 
create a sense of harmony
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Achieving Contrast
• Small amounts of vibrant colours will have a greater impact than great 

slabs of bright colours. 

• It is sometimes more effective to create contrast by toning down 
colour saturations and applying tints of a colour. 

• Primary colours respond well against contrasting backgrounds such 
as black and white.

• Colours interact with each other and based on perception, value, 
intensity and hue can appear or display as different with a range  
of backgrounds. E.G. Charcoal can appear lighter against a blue  
background than against red.

Click on the links to view the following examples:

Example 4: Note how in developing the logo and promotional materials 
for this audiovisual company we applied slashes of red to make the logo 
and brochures ‘pop’.  
See: www.highlandcreative.com.au/portfolio_page/screen-technics-
identity/

Example 5: Note the use of red contrasting with black and percentage of 
black (grey) on the logo, price list and website for a hair salon.  
See: www.highlandcreative.com.au/portfolio_page/visionary-hair/

Example 6: We used red to provide strength to the logo for Tyree, an 
electronics company, made more dramatic by the addition of a smidg-
eon of black. Again, the red against white, with a dash of black makes the 
Tyree logo ‘pop’. See: www.highlandcreative.com.au/portfolio_page/tyree-
industries-identity/

Example 7: Red was also used as a feature in the logo for a lock  
manufacturer: www.highlandcreative.com.au/portfolio_page/australian-
lock-company/

For more on colour theory, there are lots of blog posts and videos on  
youtube. So many that it may divert your attention too much! 

It is up to you how many you view, but although aimed at painters I would 
recommend these quick exercises by Marilyn Fenn that illustrate the perception 
of colour. See: www.marilynfenn.com/continued/color-theory-exercises/  
Also on youtube, see: “Colour Theory Hue & Saturation” with Scott Naismith 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=2rU2Juual18

http://www.highlandcreative.com.au/portfolio_page/screen-technics-identity/
http://www.highlandcreative.com.au/portfolio_page/screen-technics-identity/
http://www.highlandcreative.com.au/portfolio_page/visionary-hair/
http://www.highlandcreative.com.au/portfolio_page/tyree-industries-identity/
http://www.highlandcreative.com.au/portfolio_page/tyree-industries-identity/
http://www.highlandcreative.com.au/portfolio_page/australian-lock-company/
http://www.highlandcreative.com.au/portfolio_page/australian-lock-company/
http://marilynfenn.com/continued/color-theory-exercises/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2rU2Juual18
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More on Colour…
Colour is subjective and colour choice is often quite personal. There are 
wide-ranging factors that influence our colour choices and the colours we 
are drawn to. 

We may be influenced by physiological factors, or psychological factors 
may come into play. When we choose clothing often our choices are  
influenced by both – intuitively we choose colours that fit our  
personality and suit our skin tones and hair colouring as well.  
(A raging extrovert is more likely to choose different colouring in clothing 
than their more introverted counterpart, for example). 

Capacity or perception of colour also varies from individual to individual, 
and some people may be able to decipher tone while others may not.

As an individual, you most probably have your own favourite or preferred 
colours, and as graphic designer you will soon, if you have not already 
done so, start to develop a strong sense of colour and palette style. 

As a professional, the main thing to always be mindful of when  
choosing colour for designs are client preference and genre,  and the 
ongoing challenge is to assess and match client colour preferences while 
choosing colours to evoke the desired market response. 

Designing With Colour Is Challenging 
Because: 
• colour is an element subject to personal choice based on individual per-

ception and the emotional responses it triggers. As previosly discussed, 
the challenge is to assess and match client colour preferences while 
choosing colours to evoke the desired market response. 

• in the printing process, colours respond differently to varying papers 
and finishes.  
As we will discuss further when looking at printing in Part B, colours 
printed on uncoated stock flatten out, while tints may print heavier than 
intended.  

On the other hand, colours printed on coated stock are brighter and 
more vibrant.  
Gloss varnish brightens the colour while matt varnish softens it.  
To avoid client disappointment, it is essential that the designer explains 
this clearly before the job goes to the commercial printer.* 

• Colours view differently on-screen than they do in other forms.  
They may also vary from one computer printout to another according to 
the software program and inkjet or laser printer used.  
On-screen colours always appear brighter than they will in printouts.  

* Note: Be mindful, that the small office printers used by freelance  
designers in their studios are not able to achieve the range of colour that 
commercial printing presses can. 

Therefore you need to be sure you explain potential colour variations 
between your studio prints and the printers’ prints to clients. 

We usually assist the client in selecting their colours by using the Pantone 
Matching System (PMS) colour swatches that we will introduce in Topic 3, 
choosing colours appropriate to the proposed coated or uncoated stock. 

This way, except for error made by of the commercial printer, there can be 
no comeback on colours if the client has selected from the swatch and 
you have recorded their choice accurately.

Although geared to website design, if you wish to read more 
and see examples from Smashing Magazine go to :

www.smashingmagazine.com/2010/01/color-theory-for-designers-part-
1-the-meaning-of-color/

And

www.smashingmagazine.com/2010/02/color-theory-for-designers-part-
2-understanding-concepts-and-terminology/

And

www.smashingmagazine.com/2010/02/color-theory-for-designer-part-
3-creating-your-own-color-palettes/

https://www.smashingmagazine.com/2010/01/color-theory-for-designers-part-1-the-meaning-of-color/
https://www.smashingmagazine.com/2010/01/color-theory-for-designers-part-1-the-meaning-of-color/
https://www.smashingmagazine.com/2010/02/color-theory-for-designers-part-2-understanding-concepts-and-terminology/
https://www.smashingmagazine.com/2010/02/color-theory-for-designers-part-2-understanding-concepts-and-terminology/
https://www.smashingmagazine.com/2010/02/color-theory-for-designer-part-3-creating-your-own-color-palettes/
https://www.smashingmagazine.com/2010/02/color-theory-for-designer-part-3-creating-your-own-color-palettes/
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Each year, Pantone selects a colour for the coming year. Pantone’s color gurus 

draw influences for each year’s signature hue from across the world and across 

cultural sectors—films, art exhibits, popular travel destinations, technology, 

sporting events, and even socio-economic conditions can play a role in  

determining the color.

Sometimes their choice is not enjoyed by everyone – think ‘Radiant Orchid’ 
the colour of the year for 2014, which was not appreciated by many  
people, yet it was still universally adopted! (see below)

If you Google ‘Pantone colour swatches’ you should find more  
information relating to colour, and often if you Google ‘Color Trends’ you 
will come across lots of blogs relating to current color trends.

The Pantone website covers this really well, and if you go to their website 
here you will learn more: 

www.pantone.com/color-of-the-year-2017

Pantone Color of the Year, 2017
Described on their website as ‘refreshing and revitalizing shade, symbolic 
of new beginnings’, Pantone’s color of the year for 2017 is Greenery.  
According to Pantone, ‘Greenery is a fresh and zesty yellow-green shade 
that evokes the first days of spring when nature’s greens revive, restore 
and renew. Illustrative of flourishing foliage and the lushness of the great 
outdoors, the fortifying attributes of Greenery signals consumers to take a 
deep breath, oxygenate and reinvigorate.’  See Fig. 6

www.pantone.com/color-of-the-year-2016

Pantone Color of the Year, 2016
As they say on their website, this year Pantone have opted for a ‘softer take 
on color’, saying that ‘for the first time, the blending of two shades – Rose 
Quartz and Serenity are chosen as the PANTONE Color of the Year for 2016’.
See Fig. 6a

The rationale goes something like this: ‘As consumers seek mindfulness 
and well-being as an antidote to modern day stresses, welcoming colors 
that psychologically fulfil our yearning for reassurance and security are 
becoming more prominent. Joined together, Rose Quartz and Serenity 
demonstrate an inherent balance between a warmer embracing rose tone 
and the cooler tranquil blue, reflecting connection and wellness as well as 
a soothing sense of order and peace.

The prevalent combination of Rose Quartz and Serenity also challenges 
traditional perceptions of color association.

In many parts of the world we are experiencing a gender blur as it relates 
to fashion, which has in turn impacted color trends throughout all other 
areas of design. This more unilateral approach to color is coinciding with 
societal movements toward gender equality and fluidity, the consumer’s 
increased comfort with using color as a form of expression, a genera-
tion that has less concern about being typecast or judged and an open 
exchange of digital information that has opened our eyes to different 
approaches to color usage.’

Pantone Color of the Year, 2015
Pantone nominated the colour ‘Marsala’ as their chosen colour for 2015. 
Possibly in response to some of the negativity met by the previous year’s 
chosen colour, Radiant Orchid, Marsala appears to be an earthier and 
potentially more versatile hue,  with less gender specific connotations 
than its predesessor. The color is a good fit for current trends, of earthiness, 
natural fibres and materials and industrial overtones.

Topic 3: Keeping Up With Color Trends

Fig.6a  Pantone Color of the Year 2016
Fig. 7   
Pantone Color of 
the Year 2015

Fig.6  Pantone Color of the Year 2017

http://www.pantone.com/color-of-the-year-2017
https://www.pantone.com/color-of-the-year-2016
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“Marsala is a subtly seductive shade, one that draws us in to its embracing 
warmth. This hearty, yet stylish tone is universally appealing and translates 
easily to fashion, beauty, industrial design, home furnishings and interiors”, 
says Leatrice Eiseman, Executive Director, Pantone Color Institute® 

“Nurturing and fulfilling, Marsala is a natural fit for the kitchen and  
dining room – making it ideal for tabletop, small appliances and linens 
throughout the home.” 

Previous Colours of the Year: 2014
The Pantone colour of the year 2014 was Radiant Orchid, a pinky purple-y 
hue which met with a mixed reception online. See Fig. 8

Leatrice Eiseman, executive director of the Pantone Color Institute®,  
described Radiant Orchid at the time as “an enchanting harmony of  
fuchsia, purple, and pink undertones”.

“While the 2013 color of the year, PANTONE 17-5641 Emerald, served as a 
symbol of growth, renewal, and prosperity, Radiant Orchid reaches across 
the color wheel to intrigue the eye and spark the imagination,” said Eise-
man. “An invitation to innovation, Radiant Orchid encourages expanded 
creativity and originality, which is increasingly valued in today’s society.”

For interiors, Pantone recommended using Radiant Orchid in paint,  
accent pieces, and accessories; try the versatile shade with olive and deep-
er hunter greens, turquoise, teal, and light yellows. Not feeling so bold? 
Liven up your neutral spaces (gray, beige, taupe) with a ‘pop ‘of the color. 

www.pantone.com/pages/fcr/Default.aspx?season=spring&year=2014&p
id=3

Some blogs didn’t share Eisman’s enthusiasm for the colour that went on 
to dominate fashion, makeup and interiors across the next twelve months. 
It was seen by some bloggers as being too feminine, too much and too 
‘nanna’!!

Decide for yourself!

www.sourceable.net/2014-pantone-colour-of-the-year-named/

and

www.bostonglobe.com/lifestyle/2013/12/07/pantone-color-radiant-
orchid/CLlCO2Ded2LbBOO4RydzpI/story.html

Previous Colours of the Year 2012 – 2013
Pantone’s color for 2013 was Emerald, so we saw emerald in fashion and  
everywhere! Vibrant blue was also to be very popular, color blocking in 
fashion and particularly as an accent in interior design. Grey and charcoal 
seem also to trend well in interior design, particularly in bathrooms! 

Pantone’s Color of the Year for 2012 was Tangerine.

You can research colour further by visiting the Pantone website:  
www.pantone.com

The Pantone site features products as well as information on trends. 

Sign up to ‘my Pantone’ for free to access the latest information and fully 
explore the site.

Purchasing a Pantone Color Swatch Book
Often Pantone Color Swatches come as a two book  set. 

I would suggest that to obtain Pantone Color Swatches,  simply Google 
‘Buy Pantone Color Swatches’ and you should find a reasonable price for 
an online purchase.

You will see that there are many to choose from, so it can be rather confusing.

You don’t need to purchase them all! Our advice is to start out small, with 
‘Pantone Color Bridge, Coated’, and if you wish, ‘Pantone Color Bridge, 
Uncoated’.

Fig. 8  Pantone Color of the 
year 2014

http://www.pantone.com/pages/fcr/Default.aspx?season=spring&year=2014&pid=3
http://www.pantone.com/pages/fcr/Default.aspx?season=spring&year=2014&pid=3
http://sourceable.net/2014-pantone-colour-of-the-year-named/
http://www.bostonglobe.com/lifestyle/2013/12/07/pantone-color-radiant-orchid/CLlCO2Ded2LbBOO4RydzpI/story.html
http://www.bostonglobe.com/lifestyle/2013/12/07/pantone-color-radiant-orchid/CLlCO2Ded2LbBOO4RydzpI/story.html
http://www.pantone.com
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Understanding Terminology
CMYK or Process Colour…
Full colour is four colour process 
printing, where printers use the CMYK system. 

CMYK  represents C = cyan, M = magenta, Y = yellow and K = black, the 
four colours mixed to varying proportions to achieve the desired result. 

The four colours are printed separately in four layers and are  
essentially mixed on the page.   
See Figs. 9 & 10

A spot colour may be added as an extra design element. 

Spot Colour…
 Spot Colour is where a colour is selected and an ink is mixed to a formula 
by the printer before printing to virtually guarantee consistency of colour. 

RGB Colour…
RGB colour is similar to CMYK except that colours are based on red, green 
and blue—RGB is used by computer monitors and televisions. 

In the RGB system, the colours produced look good on-screen but may 
not print well. Websafe colours are an offshoot of RGB created for use on 
low end computers.

We have already established that variation may occur with colour printing 
due to paper used and finishes applied. Colours are reproduced in printing 
using spot or process colour. 

For more on Colour, go to: 

Illustrator CC Essential Training with Justin Seeley

www.lynda.com/Illustrator-tutorials/RGB-vs-CMYK/122469/138783-4.html

4. Working with Color
• RGB vs. CMYK

Topic 4: Printing With Colour 

Yellow

MagentaCyan

Fig.10  Cyan, magenta and yellow are the 
base colours for four colour printing. Note 
how black may be achieved by mixing all 
three colours, although in reality, for clarity,  
a fourth colour (black) is normally used 

Fig. 9  Process colour printing 
is achieved by printing each 
CMYK colour separately in the 
sequence shown

https://www.lynda.com/Illustrator-tutorials/RGB-vs-CMYK/122469/138783-4.html
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Printing Spot Colour and Process Colour
1. Spot Colour
Spot colour is usually used when only one, two or three colours are re-
quired and is a cheaper printing alternative, e.g. reproducing logos. 

Spot colours are mixed by the printer before being applied separately.  
In reality, you can use as many spot colours as you wish. 

Spot colours are chosen using the Pantone Matching System and have 
the advantage of being easily matched for consistency across a range of 
printed materials. They also provide greater colour choice than process 
colour. 

When using Pantone colours, to avoid disappointment with the final re-
sult, make sure that you select colour swatches for the paper stock you will 
use—select swatches for either coated or uncoated stock.

Fluoro colours can be selected from the Pantone Matching System and 
reproduced as spot colours. Likewise metallic silvers, gold and bronze.

Depth and variation can be easily achieved when using spot colours by 
applying tints of the selected colours. 

Colour Separations
When organising printing of spot colours, artwork is supplied to the 
printer as colour separations. 

Put simply, colour separations are separate layers of artwork or film made 
for each colour to be printed. See Fig. 11

A separation including registration marks is created for each spot 
colour to be printed, with the separate images made into printing plates. 
Each colour is printed separately using the registration marks to align 
each colour for a multi-colour result.  
We will discuss separations more fully in later tutorials.

In the past, designing for two and three colours meant that costs were 
reduced when printing small runs or quantities. 

These days, printing full colour is much more easily achieved at  
reasonable rates, as commercial printers are better equipped to do  
Process colour ‘runs.’ 

2. Full Colour 
Full colour or process colour printing usually applies the CMYK system 
(C=cyan, M= magenta, Y=yellow and K= black. K represents black to avoid 
confusion with blue). 

Process colour is used when a more sophisticated finish or reproduction of 
colour photographic images is required.

Printing CMYK colour is achieved using presses designed to print CMYK. 

The four colours are basically mixed on the page. 

Each colour is applied separately in layers and applied to the paper as  
microscopic dots and mixed to varying proportions to achieved the  
desired look on the page. See Fig. 9 

It can also have spot colours or spot varnishes applied for greater depth. 

Fluoro colours, which can be mixed to display so brilliantly on-screen,  
cannot be reproduced using CMYK.

Before starting a job, it is important to establish which colour system is to 
be used in printing, as once artwork is created in CMYK it can be difficult 
to change to spot colour. 

On the other hand, spot colour is easily converted to CMYK on  
the computer.   

Fig. 11  Colour separations for 
printing a two colour identity.  
A separation for each colour is 
provided to the printer, who prints 
each spot colour separately to 
achieve the final result
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Make sure that you complete all parts of this assessment.

The purpose of this assessment is to:
• This assessment is designed to assess your ability to select and apply 

colour to designs. 

It is also designed to help you demonstrate your:
• understanding and ability to apply acquired knowledge skills across a 

range of tasks for this module.

You need to demonstrate competency in meeting challenges that can 
be found in a real working environment, how you handle the day-to-day 
pressures, deadlines and competing priorities.

Prerequisites for undertaking this assessment
You will need to have:
• completed the learning tutorial and activities for this module to  

ensure that you are ready to undertake this assessment
• access to a computer
• access to the Internet to undertake research and send in your  

assessment when completed. 

Before you begin:
• Read through this assignment
• Make sure you understand what you are required to do

Contact the College and ask about anything you don’t understand.

Your assessment consists of:
Part A

Research and development of colour swatches appropriate for a range of 
scenarios.

Part B

Application of colour to textual poster designed in Module 5.

Assessment Performance Criteria
To be awarded recognition in this module you will need to demonstrate 
competency in the following performance criteria. 

You will be assessed on your ability to:
• Element 1: interpret and apply the colour wheel to selection of colour.
• Element 2: Research and experiment with colour and font selection  

            when reversing out text. 
• Element 3: Create colour versions of your poster design from Module 5.

Marking Guide
This will give you an idea of how each part contributes to the assessment 
of this assignment. 

Part A: Colour Exercises = 60% 
Part B: Coloured Poster = 40%

Assessment 6: Designing With Colour
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Part A 
Exercises: 
These exercises will hopefully be fun and contribute positively to your 
understanding and appreciation of the subtlety of colour and its contribu-
tion to design.

1. The Colour Wheel

Prepare at least three swatches for each of the following combinations of 
colours that appear on the colour wheel. Label clearly.
• Opposites or complementary colours
• Analogous colours
• Triad colours. 

2. Combining colours/reversing out text

(a) Create a text frame, insert text and experiment with reversing out text. 
Play with fonts, background colours and text colours.

(b) Discuss your results and present at least 10 different variations of 
reversed out text.  
Discuss:
• Which combinations work, which don’t. 
• What are your conclusions as to the impact of fonts, background colours 

and choice of colours when reversing out text?

3. Choosing Colour Palettes to Fit Different Genres

(a) Create at least three colour pallettes/a range of colour options for logo/
identities to suit each of the following client categories – unless specified 
otherwise.

(i) Professional institution or professional service provider. Bank, lawyer, 
accountant, financial advisor.

(ii) Child Care Centre

(iii) Packaging for a health food or organics supplier

(iv) School ot Tertiary Institution (University etc)

(v) Beachside cafe

(vi) City Cafe

(vii) Real estate agency

(viii) Landscaper

(ix) Health Retreat

(x) Graphic Designer

(b)  Explain or justify your choices.

At this stage, all I want you to do is to create a range of colour selections to 

suit each. Just present your colour pallettes as colour filled shapes, squares, 
triangles or circles, whatever you wish and justify/explain your choices and 

thinking (rationale).

Part B
1. Retrieve your poster design from Module 5. 

2. Create TWO different colour versions of this artwork and package and 
send through with Assessment 5 for appraisal as part of this assessment.

Assessment 6 requires you to submit:  
Part A
• Research, explore colour combinations and create swatches using the 

colour wheel as a guide.
• Experiment and research font and colour use for reversing out text.
• Create a range of options for colour pallettes appropriate to be applied 

to  logos for a variety of client categories.

Part B: 
• Apply colour to your poster design from Module 5. 

Make sure you have followed the guidelines, then label file and 
submit the assessment online. 
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